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EXPLAINED: The complete guide to recycling in Germany 

Archive photo shows a Pfand donation box at Hamburg's airport. 

The Mehrwegflaschenpfandis an optional recycling system. You can 

return the bottles to the shop you bought them from and claim back a 

small "deposit" (that's what "Pfand" means in this context) that you pay 

with the price of the drink when you buy it. 

Germans tend to follow the saying "Pfand gehbrt daneben" when they're 

out and about. This means: if you don't have the time or energy to collect 

your Pfand, leave them next to public bins. 

This is so that someone else can collect it, rather than the bottle going 

into general waste. While it might seem strange or even privileged, many 

homeless people rely on the change they can get through handing in 

Pfand bottles to survive. 

Of course, it would be better if they didn't have to do this at all, but for 

now it's worth knowing: it's seen as inconsiderate to throw your 

Mehrwegspfand bottles in the trash! 

Einwegflaschen 

There is also such a thing as "Einwegflaschen" or "single use bottles". 

These are generally plastic bottles that can't be refilled, but can be melted 

down and reshaped into new bottles. 

You can take these to the shop you bought them f rom to reclaim your 

Pfand, or you can take them to Pfand-machines. Almost every 

supermarket has one standing by the entrance. 
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These work by feeding the bottles into the machine. You then receive a 

"Pfand-token" which you can use for your grocery shop, or you can ask 

for it in coins from the cashier. 

Did you know that tin cans also have "Einwegpfand"? You can hand them 

in at any large supermarket (over 200 square metres) for 25 cents each! 


